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Rolling as Rotation and Translation Combined
Let’s consider a wheel of a bicycle (has rotation 
and translation) moving constant speed while 
rolling smoothly (without sliding)

differentiating with 
respect to time

O : center of the mass of the wheel
P  : point on the street where the wheel makes contact
R :  radius of the wheel
s  : arc length after a movement
θ  : angle that the wheel rotates

s = θR vcom = ωR
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The Kinetic energy of Rolling
Let’s calculate the kinetic energy of the rolling wheel as measured by the stationary observer

If we view the rolling as pure rotation about an 
axis through P:

IP  : rotational inertia of the wheel about the axis through P

ω : angular speed 
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From the parallel axis theorem, we get
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and from the expression for the kinetic energy,

or

rotational translational
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The Forces of Rolling
Friction and Rolling If the wheel does not slide, the force is a static frictional force and 

the motion is smooth rolling

acom = αR

In this chapter, we discuss only smooth rolling motion

Rolling down a Ramp

A round uniform body of mass M and radius R rolling 
smoothly down a ramp at angle θ

The gravitational force on the body is directed downward
A normal force is perpendicular to the ramp
A static frictional force is directed up the ramp

We write Newton’s 2nd law for components along the x 
axis 

fs − Mg sin θ = Macom,x
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The Forces of Rolling
Rolling down a Ramp Recalling that

τ = r⊥F τ = Iα,

we get Rfs = Icomα

acom = αRwe want to use this 

but acom,x : negative (negative direction of x)

           α   : positive (counterclockwise)

fs = −Icom

acom,x

R2

(we put a negative sign by hand, to have positive fs)

From fs − Mg sin θ = Macom,x

−Icom

acom,x

R2
− Mg sin θ = Macom,x

−Mg sin θ = acom,x

(
M +

Icom

R2

) acom,x = −

g sin θ

1 +
Icom

MR2

,
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The Yo-Yo
If a yo-yo rolls down its string for a distance h

Rolling down a yo-yo is essentially same as the 
previous case of “Rolling down a Ramp”

it loses potential energy : mgh

gains kinetic energy       : 1/2 mv2com (translational)

                                     1/2 Icomω2 (rotational)

The angle θ  = 90o

The relevant radius become the inner one Ro

The frictional force becomes the tension T

acom = −

g

1 +
Icom

MR2

0
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Torque Revisited
We expand the definition of torque to apply it to an individual particle that moves 
along any path

!τ = !r × !F

τ = rF sinφ

τ = rF⊥

τ = r⊥F

magnitude of torque 
in various forms

right hand rule for 
determining the 
direction of torque
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Angular Momentum
The angular momentum of a particle with respect to the origin 

!l = !r × !p = m(!r × !v)
SI unit of the angular momentum:

(kg · m2/s) = J · s

l = rmv sinφ

l = rp⊥ = rmv⊥

l = r⊥p = r⊥mv

magnitude of 
angular momentum 
in various forms

Similar to the discussion with the torque:
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Newton’s 2nd Law in Angular Form

Remember that Newton’s 2nd law was in the form: (single particle)!Fnet =

d!p

dt
Definition of the angular momentum: !l = m(!r × !v)

Now, d!l

dt
= m

(
!r ×

d!v

dt
+

d!r

dt
× !v

)

= m(!r × !a + !v × !v)

= m(!r × !a) = !r × m!a

= !r × !Fnet =
∑

(!r × !F )

!τnet =

d!l

dt

= net torque

The vector sum of torques acting on an particle is equal 
to the time rate of change of the angular momentum of 
that particle
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The Angular Momentum of a System of Particles

The total angular momentum of the 
system of particles:

By taking time derivative of 
the above

= net torque

: The net torque acting on a system of particles is equal to the time rate of change of the 
system’s total angular momentum

!L = !l1 +!l2 + ... +!ln =

n∑

i=1

!li

d!L

dt
=

n∑

i=1

d!li

dt
=

n∑

i=1

!τnet,i

!τnet =

d!L

dt
(system of  particles)
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The Angular Momentum of a Rigid Body
The magnitude of the angular momentum li of a mass element Δmi:

We are interested in z component of the angular momentum of Δmi:

li = (ri)(pi)(sin 90o) = (ri)(∆mivi)

liz = li sin θ = (ri sin θ)(∆mivi) = r⊥i∆mivi

z component of  angular momentum of the rotating rigid body: 

Lz =
n∑

i=1

liz =
n∑

i=1

∆mivir⊥i =
n∑

i=1

∆mi(ωr⊥i)r⊥i

= ω

(
n∑

i=1

∆mir
2

⊥i

)

= rotational inertia

L = Iω (rigid body, fixed axis)
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Conservation of Angular Momentum
If no net external torque acts on the system, dL/dt = 0, or 

!L = constant !Li =
!Lfin other words:

Examples:

The spinning volunteer

Iiωi = Ifωf

Ii > If

From the definition of rotational inertia we know

so the volunteer rotates faster later
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Conservation of Angular Momentum
Examples: The springboard diver

Diver’s center of mass follows a parabolic path

Diver jumps with a certain angular momentum but 
no net external torque acts on once in the air

She rotates faster/slower by changing her 
rotational inertia
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Conservation of Angular Momentum
Examples: Spacecraft orientation

To change the orientation of the spacecraft, the flywheel is made to 
rotate

In 1986, the spacecraft Voyager 2 was set to 
unwanted rotation by its tape recorder

Ground staff had to re-program the on board 
computer to fire counteracting thruster jets every 
time the tape recorder was on or off
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Summary
Rolling bodies: vcom = ωR

K =
1

2
Icomω

2
+

1

2
Mv

2

com

Torque as a vector: !τ = !r × !F

Angular momentum of a particle: !l = !r × !p = m(!r × !v)

!L = constantConservation of angular 
momentum :


